INTRODUCTION

Now in its ninth edition, this full-color textbook is thoroughly revised to include coverage of the most current multimedia tools, techniques, and technologies.

Featuring classroom-based pedagogy, Multimedia: Making It Work, Ninth Edition introduces students to the fundamental concepts of multimedia. The first six chapters cover text, image, sound, animation, and video. Multimedia project planning, costs, design, production, talent acquisition, testing, and delivery are covered.

Discussions on the latest technologies run throughout the chapters, including all-new “Multimedia Skills” and “Mobile Multimedia” chapters. Each chapter includes learning objectives, a chapter summary, a key term list, three different end-of-chapter quizzes (key term, multiple-choice, and essay), and three to five lab projects.

- Full-color with new artwork showcasing the newest imaging software and design techniques
- With a full complement of instructor resource materials—Online Learning Center features Instructor Manuals with classroom exercises and projects, PowerPoint slides featuring
artwork from the book, and a Test Bank of questions for use as quizzes or exams

DESCRIPTION

This thoroughly revised, full-color text covers the most current multimedia tools, techniques, and technologies

*Multimedia: Making It Work, Ninth Edition* introduces you to the fundamental concepts of multimedia. The first six chapters cover text, image, sound, animation, and video. Multimedia project planning, costs, design, production, talent acquisition, testing, and delivery are then covered.

Discussions of the latest technologies run throughout the chapters, including a brand new “Mobile Multimedia” chapter. Each chapter includes learning objectives, a chapter summary, a key term list, three different end-of-chapter quizzes (key term, multiple-choice, and essay), plus three to five lab projects.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Tay Vaughan (Port Republic, MD) is a recognized authority and pioneer in the field of multimedia. He is President of Timestream, Inc., an Internet design and development company. Vaughan has developed and produced award-winning projects for clients such as Apple, Microsoft, Lotus, Novell, and Sun and was one of the founders of the Computer Press Association.
INTRODUCTION

The only Corel-authorized guide to the latest release of CorelDRAW

Updated to cover CorelDRAW’s new features and improved functions, this official guide shows how to create captivating, impressive commercial graphics and expressive designs. Readers will learn how to draw photorealistic illustrations, create layouts and templates, import and edit photos, build solid desktop publishing skills, and transform 2D objects into 3D artwork. Tips for printing high-quality work and publishing designs to the web are included. Step-by-step tutorials use dozens of example files.

- Clearly explains which tools to use for specific tasks and results
- Includes coverage of PHOTO-PAINT, Corel’s image-editing tool
- Ideal for beginners through experts getting started on the new release
The Only Corel-Authorized Guide to the Latest Release of CorelDRAW

Updated to cover CorelDRAW’s new features and improved functions, this official guide shows you how to create captivating, impressive commercial graphics and expressive designs. Draw photorealistic illustrations, create layouts and templates in a flash, import and edit photos, build solid desktop publishing skills, and transform 2D objects into 3D artwork. You’ll get tips for printing high-quality work and publishing your designs to the web. Step-by-step tutorials use dozens of example files.

- Configure and customize the menus, palettes, and dockers
- Create expressive drawings with Artistic Media brushes and Mesh Fill, Roughen, Twirl, and Smudge brushes
- Lay out brochures, flyers, and other multi-page documents
- Work with refined text properties on the revised Object Property docker
- Put digital color theory into practice with Styles and the Color Harmonies feature
- Work between applications with import/export filters
- Create 3D objects with the Extrude tool
- Add elements of photorealism to your drawings with lens effects, transparency, shadows, glows, and bevels
- Import, edit, and retouch photos and use PHOTO-PAINT for advanced editing
- Ensure what you design will print accurately by mastering CorelDRAW’s advanced output features

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Gary David Bouton has used CorelDRAW professionally for almost 20 years and is the author of nine books covering previous versions. He was a 1992 finalist in the CorelDRAW World Design Contest. A former advertising art director, Gary has received four international awards in design and desktop publishing and has written several other guides on digital graphics, including Xara Xtreme 5: The Official Guide.
INTRODUCTION

The first professional handbook on the latest release of the industry's #1 digital forensics tool, EnCase Forensic

- Reveals how to uncover digital evidence in a fast, cost-effective, organized, and reportable manner
- An affordable learning option for this notoriously under-documented tool
- Includes free access to video tutorials created by the author, founder of the Digital Forensics Association

DESCRIPTION

This practical, professional book provides a scenario-based guide to the industry's #1 digital forensics tool, EnCase Forensic

*Computer Forensics and Digital Investigation with EnCase Forensic* shows how to uncover digital...
evidence in a fast, cost-effective, organized, and repeatable manner using the industry's leading digital investigation software. Part I addresses forensic readiness, setting up the software, and the basic interface. Part II lays out the case study used and how to navigate it step-by-step using the software. Part III details how to find clues and go deeper into investigations (finding hidden and deleted data). Part IV walks you through how to analyze the data, refine, and manipulate the results. Part V discusses the options for automating frequent tasks using EnCase Portable and the EnScript programming language.

- Sharpens the competitive edge of forensics practitioners through practice with the industry's #1 tool, EnCase Forensic
- Provides invaluable professional advice on the best working methods of digital forensic specialists
- An affordable learning option for this under-documented tool
- Walks you through all the latest features to this first major software update in six years—EnCase Forensic v7 performs mobile device forensics (iPad, iPhone, Android, Blackberry, etc.), includes a completely revamped user interface, and streamlined organization of file, data, and report functions
- Commonly accessible evidence file toolkit allows you to put the book's case examples to the test

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Suzanne Widup (@SuzanneWidup) has deep experience in security engineering and analysis in roles and performing digital forensics in large enterprise environments. Her current work involves data breach research, including tracking publicly disclosed data breaches in the VERIS Community Database (VCDB). She is the founder of the Digital Forensics Association and the author of The Leaking Vault, a series of papers on publicly disclosed data breaches. Suzanne has served as the technical editor on two books: The Computer Incident Response Planning Handbook and The Computer Forensics InfoSec Pro Guide. She is a co-author of the widely-read Verizon Data Breach Investigations Report, and a frequent speaker at conferences on this and other topics. Suzanne holds a B.S. in Computer Information Systems from Saint Leo University and an M.S. in Information Assurance from Norwich University.
DESCRIPTION

This exclusive Oracle Press exam guide offers intense preparation for OCP Exam 1Z0-060.

Ideal as both a self-study tool and an on-the-job reference, *Upgrade to Oracle Database 12c Exam Guide* covers all of the objectives for this upgrade exam. Each chapter includes examples, practice and lab questions, and a chapter summary to reinforce what you’ve learned. Two-Minute Drills at the end of every chapter highlight the salient information covered and Inside the Exam sections focus on key exam topics featured. An Exam Readiness Checklist is included at the front of the book: you’re ready for the exam when all of the objectives on the list are checked off.

- Proven strategies to help you increase your test-taking confidence
- Electronic content: two simulated practice exams; detailed answer explanations; score report performance assessment tool; and a PDF eBook
ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Sam R. Alapati is an experienced Oracle DBA who holds the Oracle OCP DBA certification and the Hewlett-Packard UNIX System Administrator certification. He currently manages Oracle databases at the Boy Scouts of America’s national office in Los Colinas, Texas. Previously, Sam worked for AMR Holdings (Sabre) and the Blanch Company in Dallas. He was a Senior Principal Consultant for Oracle Corporation in New York.
This exclusive Oracle Press certification exam guide prepares you for the Oracle Database 12c Administration I exam, a required first step towards OCA and OCP certification.

Ideal as both an exam guide and on-the-job reference, OCA Oracle Database 12c: Installation and Administration Exam Guide covers all of the exam objectives on the Administration I exam in detail, including installation, configuration, application tuning, database management, backup and recovery, security, and more. Passing the Administration I exam qualifies you for the Oracle Certified Associate credential. Each chapter includes examples, practice and lab questions, and a chapter summary. An Exam Readiness Checklist is included at the front of the book; you’re ready for the exam when all of the objectives on the list are checked off. Two-Minute Drills at the end of every chapter reinforce key knowledge. Inside the Exam sections in each chapter highlight key exam topics covered. Electronic content includes two simulated practice exams and an Adobe Digital Editions eBook.
• Proven strategies to help you increase your test-taking confidence
• Electronic content includes two practice exams that simulate the actual exam questions and include detailed answer explanations; Score report performance assessment tool; and an Adobe Digital Editions eBook

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

John Watson is an OCP DBA 8.0, 8.i, 9i, 10g, 11g; Internet Application Server Administrator; and certified on Managing Oracle on Unix. He is a senior consultant with BLP Management Consultants, and taught for Oracle University in South Africa for four years. John taught the DB10g New Features course and the DB10g Manageability and Performance seminars. He validated hundreds of OCP 10g New Features exam questions and contributed to the course material for all the 10g courses. John is the author of numerous articles on technology.
INTRODUCTION

A concise, targeted review for the new CompTIA Security+ exam, edited by Mike Meyers

Mike Meyers' CompTIA Security+ Certification Passport, Fourth Edition is a quick review, cram style test-prep guide that offers 100% coverage of all exam objectives for the new CompTIA Security+ exam.

Designed as an accelerated review of the technology as well as the exam objectives, the Passport's self-study pedagogy enables readers to focus their studies and drill down into the exam objectives. Electronic content includes two practice exams and a PDF eBook.

- CompTIA reviewed and approved: CompTIA Approved Quality Content (CAQC)
- Provides an intensive focus on what readers need to know to pass the latest version of the CompTIA Security+ exam
DESCRIPTION

A concise, targeted review for the new CompTIA Security+ exam, edited by CompTIA certification and training expert Mike Meyers

Mike Meyers' *CompTIA Security+ Certification Passport, Fourth Edition* is a quick review, cram style test-prep guide that offers 100% coverage of all exam objectives for the new CompTIA Security+ exam. Designed as an accelerated review of the technology as well as the exam objectives, the Passport’s self-study pedagogy enables you to focus your studies and drill down into the exam objectives.

- Electronic content includes two practice exams and a PDF eBook
- CompTIA reviewed and approved: CompTIA Approved Quality Content (CAQC)
- Provides an intensive focus on only what you need to know to pass the latest version of the CompTIA Security+ exam

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Dawn Dunkerley, Ph.D., CISSP, (Meridianville, AL) holds the 2011 ISC2 Government Information Security Leadership Award (Crystal) and conducts research on cyberwarfare and cybersecurity.

T.J. Samuelle, CompTIA Security+, (London, Ontario, Canada) is an IT consultant and author of a number of books on CompTIA certifications.